The Innovation Connection
Where opportunity & innovation meet. Serendipity by design.

Thursday, January 24, 2013
3pm – 4pm
Panel Discussion
Presentations by the state-funded Talent Bridge internship program, CCSU’s internship offices, UConn’s senior design faculty, and the Economic Gardening Group at UHartford.

4pm – 6pm
Social Networking & Poster Show of Student Ideas
Student poster and table presentations of projects from various programs that have bridged the gap between the classroom and the innovation, technology, and entrepreneurial business community.

Event Co-Sponsored by CCSU School of Business and Institute for Technology and Business Development

Venue:
Constitution Room, Memorial Hall
Central Connecticut State University
New Britain, CT
Click here to RSVP

The Innovation Connection’s mission is to foster innovation and opportunity creation by bringing together members of entrepreneurial, business and academic communities to collaborate.